MINORS IN THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCES (for catalogue year 2024-25 or earlier)

This check is for INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. Please refer to the UCI General Catalogue.

Student Name:___________________________________________________________   ID Number:________________________________
Major(s): _____________________________________________________   Advisor: ____________________   Date: ____________________

**Residency Requirements:** Other than the language requirement, no more than two courses taken at other academic institutions may be used.

### ANTHROPOLOGY
- **Anthro 2A:** Introduction to Sociocultural Anthropology
- **Anthro 2B** (Bio) **Anthro 2C** (Archaeology) or **Anthro 2D** (Lang & Cult)
- **Anthro 30A** (Global Issues) or **Anthro 100B** (Careers)
- **FOUR courses** from Anthro 120-179:
  1. Anthro ____________
  2. Anthro ____________
  3. Anthro ____________
  4. Anthro ____________

**NOTE:** Students may complete only one of the following programs: the major in Anthropology, the minor in Anthropology, or the minor in Medical Anthropology.

### MEDICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
- **Anthro 2A:** Introduction to Sociocultural Anthropology
- **Anthro 2B** (Bio) **Anthro 2C** (Archaeology) or **Anthro 2D** (Lang & Cult)
- **Anthro 30A** (Global Issues) or **Anthro 100B** (Careers)
- **Anthro 134A:** Medical Anthropology

  1. ____________
  2. ____________
  3. ____________

*NOT all Anthro 139 will count! These courses are “special topics” & must be pre-approved by the Anthropology Undergrad Director.

**NOTE:** Students may complete only one of the following programs: the major in Anthropology, the minor in Anthropology, or the minor in Medical Anthropology.

### SOCIOLOGY
- **Sociology 1:** Intro to Sociology
- **Sociology 2** (Int’l Sociology) or **Sociology 3** (Social Problems)
- **FIVE additional Sociology courses** not used above, no more than TWO may be lower-division:
  1. Sociol ________ (LD/UD)
  2. Sociol ________ (LD/UD)
  3. Sociol ________ (UD)
  4. Sociol ________ (UD)
  5. Sociol ________ (UD)

### POLITICAL SCIENCE
- **Select ONE course** from the following:
- **SIX additional Political Science courses,** not used above, FOUR of which must be UPPER-DIVISION:
  1. Pol Sci ________ (LD/UD)
  2. Pol Sci ________ (LD/UD)
  3. Pol Sci ________ (UD)
  4. Pol Sci ________ (UD)
  5. Pol Sci ________ (UD)
  6. Pol Sci ________ (UD)

### CHICANO/LATINO STUDIES
- **Chc/Lat 61:** Intro to Chicano/Latino Studies I
- **Chc/Lat 62:** Intro to Chicano/Latino Studies II
- **Chc/Lat 63:** Intro to Chicano/Latino Studies III
- **THREE courses** selected from Chc/Lat 100-189:
  1. Chc/Lat ________
  2. Chc/Lat ________
  3. Chc/Lat ________
  4. Spanish 2A* or an additional upper-div Chc/Lat course: ____________

*if “exempted” from Spanish 2A via exams such as AP/IB Spanish exam, UCI Spanish placement/exemption exam, take an additional UD Chc/Lat course. All others must take Spanish 2A.

### INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
- **Intl St 1:** Intro to Global Studies
- **ONE course** from: Intl St 11, 12, 15, 16, or 17
- **Intl St 183A:** Global & International Studies Forum
- **Geographic Focus:** TWO courses in any one geographic area:
  - Visit [www.globalstudies.uci.edu/undergrad/major](http://www.globalstudies.uci.edu/undergrad/major) for a list of approved courses.
  - Study Abroad experience could count as one course if the country matches the geographic focus.

  1. ____________
  2. ____________

- **Global Focus:** THREE courses, at least 1 must be from Module A:
  - **Module A:** Intl St 100, 101A, 101B, 102A, 103A, 104A, 104BW, 106A, 106B, 146, 148W, 150, 155, 163
  - **Module B:** Check the list of quarterly approved courses: [www.globalstudies.uci.edu/undergrad/major](http://www.globalstudies.uci.edu/undergrad/major) (should be all Intl St courses)
  - IS minors are encouraged to take more classes from Module A.

  1. Intl St ________
  2. ____________

(Module A)

- All coursework taken to satisfy a minor is in addition to major requirements.
- No courses may overlap between a major and a minor within the School of Social Sciences.
- No courses may overlap between any minors.
- A maximum of two P/NP courses can be used for Social Sciences’ minors; must earn a “P” for pass.
- Minor GPA must be 2.00 or above.
- For academic year enrollment, no priority is given to declared minors, if a course has a “School major” or “Major only” restriction.
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**LINGUISTICS**

- **LSCI 3**: Intro to Linguistics
- **LSCI 10**: Intro to Phonology (prereq: LSCI 3)
- **LSCI 20**: Intro to Syntax (prereq: LSCI 3)
- **FOUR additional LSCI courses** - THREE must be upper-div:
  1. __________________(LD/UD)  2. __________________(UD)
  3. __________________(UD)  4. __________________(UD)

*Students may select research courses, whose numbering varies by department. Individual study may count for up to 2 of the additional LSCI courses if taken for multiple quarters or with multiple faculty members affiliated with Language Science.

**Note:** At least 3 UD courses required must be completed at UCI.

---

**HEARING & SPEECH SCIENCES**

- **Bio Sci N110**: Neurobiology & Behavior OR
  - **Psych 160A**: Cognitive Neuroscience
- Choose 1 Statistics course chosen from:
  - Stats 120A-B-C; Psych/SS 10A-B-C; Stats 7; Stats 8; PubHlth 7A
    - **Students with majors WITHIN the School of Social Sciences:**
      Take 1 Stats course IN ADDITION to the School of Social Sciences Math requirement chosen from the above list.
    - **Students with majors OUTSIDE the School of Social Sciences:**
      Take 1 Stats course chosen from the above list.
- **Psych 161H** (same as Bio Sci N147): Hearing & the Brain
- Complete FOUR courses, at least 1 from each category:
  - **Category I:**
    - <Math 3A or 113A>, <Psych 14M, Cogs 14P or ICS 31>,
    - additional Stats course beyond the above Stats list
  - **Category II:**
    - LSCI 3, LSCI 10, Psych 56L (same as LSCI 51),
    - Psych 150/LSCI 155
  - **Category III:**
  - Additional class from any category
- **One quarter of pre-approved research experience** (one year of research is highly recommended) chosen from:
  - BME 199 (pre-req: Bio 194S); Bio 199 (pre-req: Bio 194S);
  - Math 199A, 199B, or 199C; Psych 199

---

**ECONOMICS**

- **Econ 20A**: Microeconomics
- **Econ 20B**: Macroeconomics (prereq: Econ 20A)
- **Econ 15A** (prereqs: Math 2A-B)
- **Econ 15B** (prereq: Econ 15A)
- **Econ 100A** (prereqs: Econ 20A-B & Math 2A-B)
- **Econ 100B** (prereqs: Econ 100A)
- **Econ 100C** (prereq: Econ 100B)
- **TWO additional upper division Econ courses**:
  1. Econ __________________  2. Econ __________________

**Note:** UD Econ courses may also have additional pre-requisites. May NOT be Econ 198/199.

---

**PSYCHOLOGY**

(Department of Cognitive Sciences)

**NOTE:** You must graduate by Spring 2024 (if interested in “psych” minor, consider Psychological Science in the School of Social Ecology)

- **Psych 7A**: Intro to Psych (28-unit minor) ______ OR
- All of Psychology Fundamentals (32-unit minor):
  - Psych 9A ______ Psych 9B ______ Psych 9C ______
- **THREE Psychology Core courses chosen from the following:**
- **For those taking Psych 7A**: THREE additional Psych courses (only one may be lower division) or
  - For those taking Psych 9A,9B, and 9C: **TWO additional upper division Psych courses**:
    1. _______(UD) 2. _______(UD) 3. _______(UD/LD, if necessary*)

May NOT be Psych 190-199.

The School of Social Sciences Math & Computer Technology requirement must be satisfied:

- **Soc Sci 10A-10B-10C** or **Math 2A-B & Stats 7**
- **Soc Sci 3A** or **ICS 31** or **Psych 14M** or **Cogs 14P**

**Note:** Dept of Cog Sci majors are prioritized for enrollment in these courses and may remain restricted to these majors.